New Lattice Radiant 2024.1.0.34.2 Build Released

Lattice Semiconductor is issuing this Product Bulletin to inform that there was a critical issue with Nexus support in the Radiant 2024.1.0.34.1 build release. This issue is resolved with the new Radiant 2024.1.0.34.2 release.

The critical issue impacted designs targeting the Nexus platform (MachXO5-NX, Certus-NX, CrossLink-NX, and CertusPro-NX devices). It resolves the potential issue where Radiant 2024.1 release may produce functionally incorrect bitstreams targeting these devices.

Lattice temporarily issued Nexus Global Patch 2024.1.0.36 to resolve the issue in Radiant 2024.1.0.34.1. This patch has now been superseded by the Radiant 2024.1.0.34.2 release. If you have installed Radiant 2024.1.0.34.1 build and Nexus Global Patch 2024.1.0.36, it is recommended to uninstall these and install the new build 2024.1.0.34.2.

Who are affected:
All customers that are using Radiant 2024.1 and have designs targeting Nexus devices (MachXO5-NX, Certus-NX, CrossLink-NX, CertusPro-NX devices) and Sentry 2.2 and 3.0.

Download Radiant on our [website](#) and refer to the [Release Notes](#).

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact us at the email address below.

For technical support, please visit the Lattice Tech Support web page: [www.latticesemi.com/support](#)

Sincerely,

Lattice Marketing Team

[marketing@latticesemi.com](mailto:marketing@latticesemi.com)